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,STBPHANIB:JOHNSON AND MNNAMAJUB ,SNIDER 
\litchcll S<;uirc /Toy ~tudio I Spring 2011 
We enjoy the simplicity, joy and lack of self-consciousness 
that the Eames claim accompanies playing with a toy. We, 
however, wanted to make this project a demonstration of 
how vulnerable those moments are. As time goes on play 
stops and those moments are lost. We decided to recreate 
one of Eames' favorite - but most simple - toy, the 
spinning top. The ice worked to display the vulnerability 
we were looking for. The spinning of the top represents 
the moments of play and the willingness to continuously 
act upon a toy to keep the enjoyment alive. Though it does 
not take long to melt; so soon the toy is lost along with 
the moments. 
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